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The Mile That Began with an Inch
Dreamstreets sprang from the culture of the 1960s, often referred to as the “counterculture.” It was a decade that began with the loosening of long-standing policies for literature akin to censorship. Newly available were books like Henry Miller’s Tropic of
Cancer, the epic poem by Allen Ginsberg, “Howl,” and works by William S. Burroughs,
Hubert Selby, John Rechy, and other daring authors. This was a new emerging American literature, sometimes given “outlaw” status, and as socially relevant as works by
Samuel Clemens, Edgar Allan Poe, Herman Melville, Walt Whitman, and other American icons. We have remained in tune with the legacy of those literary works while maintaining an editorial policy of rejecting content that espouses racist, anti-Semitic, homophobic, and misogynistic intent. However, we may address those kinds of subjects in a
critical way. We’ve not discounted the contribution of literary figures on what’s perceived to be the right, like for example Ayn Rand, if only to point out the flaws in their
discourse and/or to gain some insight into their thinking and creative impulse. Inadvertently, we may have given them the inch in the process.
!

Now we’re experiencing the mile taken by those who feel justified to censor

some great relevant classic like To Kill A Mockingbird and Catcher In The Rye, and to cancel any new trends or advances on often spurious grounds. Dreamstreets has always
tried to be at least cognizant of all aspects that feed the American cultural identity, especially its literary aspect.
!

In this issue we’ll address the issue of cultural cancellation, be it from its progeni-

tor of “blacklisting,” from cancellation—whether overt by subterfuge or a well-placed
bad review from a so-called prestigious source—or from social pressures too great to
bear by a single flailing artist in an unconducive environment. Such is the “mile” we
find ourselves in today’s cultural world.
!

More specifically, in this issue of Dreamstreets, our cover art comes from Nancy

Carol Willis, who had provided cover art for issues # 20, 32, and 36.
!

Karen Hurley-Heyman, who had originally lived in Berkeley, California, had

been Director for Delaware for Arts in Education, and a 2019 Delaware Division of the
Arts Emerging Artist Fellow in literature. Her poem in this issue was inspired by a niece
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who spent five years in Belarus tending to children affected by the nearby Chernobyl
nuclear meltdown.
!

Hilary B. Booker, who lives in Lewes, is a member of the Rehoboth Beach Writ-

ers’ Guild. Her work has appeared in Oberon Poetry Magazine. She has published her
own poetry in her book Emancipation: I am my own creation.

–– Steven Leech
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES (Please have the courtesy to comply with these carefully.
They are simple and make our job much easier.)
We accept literary submissions in any genre, including criticism, reporting, and
commentary from and of concern to Delawareans and those in the Delaware Diaspora.
We solicit our own visual art. Generally, we do not reprint previously published contemporary work although one previously published poem in a sequence of unpublished poems might be permissible; just make sure we know, so we can give credit.
Our reading periods are year-round. We sometimes publish a summer issue curated
without submissions.
Send up to 5 poems of no more than 5 pages, not including your cover page. For
prose, 15 pages is roughly the limit although more may be acceptable if the work is exceptional. For criticism and commentary, it’s wise to query first. Begin no more than one
poem on each page and make your stanza breaks clear.
Please send your work to: dreamstreets(dot)press(at)gmail (dot) com AS A SINGLE ATTACHED DOCUMENT in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx). PLEASE, DO NOT
MAKE US OPEN AND KEEP TRACK OF SEVERAL DOCUMENTS. Write “Submission” in the email subject heading. IN YOUR SINGLE DOCUMENT, include a cover page with name, address, phone number, email, and a short bio of 50 words or less,
and indicate your connection to Delaware. Those who need to use snail mail may address a hard copy of their submission to Dreamstreets Press, P. O. Box 4593, Newark,
DE 19715. Double space prose, single space poetry as your standard, use 12-pt Times
New Roman font, and remove extra space between paragraphs. Align text left, except
for special or unusual typography, in which case, we may have to work with you to
render it faithfully. DON'T CAPITALIZE TITLES unless that is your intention.
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Simultaneous submissions are fine, but please let us know in your cover letter if
you are courting another and inform us immediately if your work becomes elsewhere
engaged. We reserve first serial rights until publication, when all rights revert to the
author. Our rights include electronic as well as print publication and magazine
reprints. Please give Dreamstreets credit if you re-publish your work. Our editorial
committee will review your work and get back to you before the next issue.

Ken Segal
I wish I were....
I wish I were a dolphin, just a-swimming in the sea,
I would swim and fish forever, a happy swimmer I would be.
I would welcome human beings, and I'd guide them on their way,
For I'd be a happy dolphin, just a-swimming night and day!
I wish I were a doggy, that is my outrageous wish,
I would love my gentle masters and I'd have a doggy dish.
I would have a doggy bed where I would rest my doggy head,
And I'd play with all my humans and I'd be sheltered and fed.
I wish I were a kitty, sitting in a sunny place.
I would be completely comfortable, and have a happy face.
I would be an outdoor kitty, or I'd stay within the house,
And I'd play and mess quite often with a little tiny mouse!
But I am a human being, doing all that humans do.
I assume if you like poetry, that you are a human, too.
I admire Noah's patience with all manner of earthly critter,
He must have put down lots of hay and quite a quantity of litter!
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A Big Thank You to the Blacklist
Steven Leech
In the remainder of the year after I graduated high school in 1962 I would spend certain
days writing short stories at the kitchen table of the family home on an old typewriter
my uncle bought me used from a typewriter repair shop. I still have that typewriter, an
Underwood manufactured in the early part of the 20th century and weighing about forty
pounds. I began to pursue my dream of making a living as an author and poet. I’d send
each story to The New Yorker and in two weeks they’d come back with a rejection slip,
except for the last one I sent. That one took three weeks. It later became my first
published fiction in 1966 in my college’s literary magazine.
!
I also wished for a career in broadcasting, particularly in radio. Before I got
drafted later that same year I’d been the program director for the radio station at that
same college. I felt sure both writing and broadcasting would provide me a good and
rewarding living. Now, in my 80th year, I’ve achieved my goals of having a “career” as
an author and as a broadcaster on radio since 1984. However, neither has provided a
living. For most of those years I’ve had to subsidize those careers by driving a school
bus.
!

I was drafted when I lost my student deferment while in the process of

transferring to the University of Delaware and ended up in Vietnam. After that I spent
the remainder of the 60s kicking around the country and expanding my consciousness.
The chickens had already come home to roost when I returned from Vietnam the week
after Martin Luther King was assassinated, followed by the riots in Wilmington and nine
months martial law. It was my first epiphany to the truth regarding the political and
cultural state of life in America and especially in Delaware.
!

Finally in 1973, when I turned thirty and I settled down, I returned to Wilmington

to earn my worthless Bachelors Degree and begin my writing career in earnest. Of
course, having my consciousness expanded, becoming anti-war and acquiring the
politics of revolution didn’t help. Beside an article published in the final Heterodoxical
Voice in 1970, my earliest work was published in Viewpoint, a publication of the
University of Delaware’s Cosmopolitan Club, and reflected my political and cultural
stance.
!

After I left the University of Delaware I looked for paid employment as a writer.

My only local opportunity was the News Journal, but they didn’t even give me the time
of day. I continued to write for the local alternative press though there was no pay in
that. Eventually I began my long association with the local Black press. Even though my
writing was both relevant and accepted, there was no pay in that either. I’d already
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became employed as a school bus driver while a University of Delaware student, which
had been perfect for me because I could work before and after class time.
!
My earliest indication that I’d developed an unsavory reputation was when,
standing on a corner with local author Jack D. Hunter, he told me that the nature of my
writing was merely a youthful phase and that I’d grow out of it. However, after I
formalized my political affiliation when the Vietnam War ended in 1975, everyone knew
even though I tried to keep it on the Q.T. My father knew, my uncle knew, and I hadn’t
said anything to either of them.
!

As my involvement in the Black press and the lingering counter-culture press

grew, coupled with leading the effort to organize a union for school bus drivers and
aides, word got out. I even learned that I pissed off then Senator Joe Biden after writing
something about his position on busing to desegregate local schools in The Delaware Star,
the successor to The Delaware Spectator. Word got back to me that I couldn’t be trusted by
the powers that be. In a conversation overheard at a University of Delaware faculty
party, I was referred to as being “dangerous.” It’s true. I could name names but I won’t
stoop that low.
!
During this period and throughout succeeding years I applied for any number of
well-paying jobs, for which I was well qualified, at the University of Delaware, but never
got a response. In one case, someone to whom I was close at the time, and who was a bit
less qualified, applied for the same job I’d previously applied for and at least got an
interview. My application had already disappeared into oblivion. Again I could name
names, but at this point it would be pointless. The only remaining conclusion at which I
could arrive was that I’d been blacklisted. I was now a pariah.
!

After the re-election of Ronald Reagan I dropped my political affiliations and

curtailed political activity. The handwriting was on the wall. There’d been other reasons
I’d been blacklisted beside those relating to politics. Another related to my family history.
When your ancestors go back several generations locally, knowledge about recent
ancestors becomes generally known among those in a position to exercise judgment of
your possible behavior in the public arena based on family history. Thus I suspected that
I might be considered prone to instability based on the known history of my mother’s
side of the family and their history of schizophrenia. My mother, an uncle, and a cousin
had been afflicted, and possible my grandfather. No employer would want to take a
chance on me with anything more than being a school bus driver. If I fucked up in a
lowly job, rather than one of greater responsibility, I could merely be quietly committed
as criminally insane, as happened to my uncle. And so I stayed in that position until I
was able to respectfully retire, and even then an attempt was made by those in a position
of power to trick me from attaining proper retirement with the pension and benefits that
allow me to keep my head above water today. Again, I could name names, but what's the
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point except to be vindictive and get embroiled in what is unnecessary. The water has
already flowed under that bridge, and most of those who were responsible are now
dead. I know what went on, and the proof is demonstrated by my current living
situation. However, at this point I want to thank those who blacklisted me.
!

Had I not been blacklisted I may not have got involved in the kind of radio

where I could create programming devoid of market forces in order to promote local
artists, poets, writers and musicians. Had I not been blacklisted, I might have been
diverted by gainful employment elsewhere and not have thrown my efforts behind
developing Dreamstreets. Had I not been blacklisted I may not have had the inclination of
becoming curious and discovering my father’s writing for the Delaware’s Writers’
Project of the Works Progress Administration during the late 1930s, which led to
discovering the hidden history of Delaware’s literary history. Had I not been blacklisted
I may not have had reason to become interested in Delaware’s obfuscated jazz and rock
and roll history. And finally, had I not been blacklisted I may not have had the
opportunity to become acquainted with so many gifted and talented people, both living
and hidden in the past, from my community in Delaware.
!
Even though I can thank the blacklist for all of the above, it’s come at a cost. That
cost is poverty. I’ve made pathetically little money from all my writing. I’ve never been
paid for all the radio production I’ve done over the past forty years, even though my
accomplishments are a matter of record. I’ve made nearly nothing from the half dozen or
so novels I’ve been forced to self publish, including from my book Valdemar’s Corpse
about the history of Delaware’s literary artists. I cannot afford to own a car and I live in a
cramped apartment from which I cannot afford to move. I can foresee a time when I’ll
need to sell my belongings in order to survive long enough to get downsized so to
speak, to only afford a 500 square foot efficiency with only a bed and a chair, a radio and
a television set, shambling to the local library to read the papers and take out a book,
and maybe write something I know will no longer matter.
!
I’m not complaining. My conscience is clear. At least, so far, I can afford a roof
over my head, along with the tools to keep producing. I have no debts and a couple of
sustaining pensions and fairly good retirement benefits. And for that I can thank the
blacklist.
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Joseph Massey
Poem Against Cancellation
to destroy it.
Say the unkempt shrub
is full of bees
and bees
weave sun
through a new
season. Say
there’s no accounting for the world
and how it
defies
a frame. Say
within the one —
within you —
infinities
flourish.

Vow to see
what isn’t
immediately
seen, what
takes time
to sift
into view;
takes time
and keeps time
as the gift
of a space
in which
to perceive
the inverse
of surface,
and to know
the world
is many —
many worlds
within.
No voice
is single —
a tapestry
of history
and pitch —
and to hear it
is to receive it
without
surrendering
to an impulse
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William D. White Cancelled Himself
by Nancy Carol Willis
Decades before Social Media oligarchs canceled people whose opinions they disagreed with,
there was Delaware artist, illustrator, and muralist, William D. White (1896-1975) – who
cancelled himself. But his early life began quite differently.
White was an only child descended from prominent Wilmington families. His paternal
grandfather served as a brigade surgeon in the Civil War, but died at age 41 from chronic illness
suffered during confinement in a Confederate prison. His maternal grandfather owned a granite
and marble works, and his father owned a drugstore. However, both of these men died before
White graduated from high school. He and his mother moved into a large farmhouse on a twoacre property located near Penny Hill in Wilmington that she inherited from her father.
By the early 1920s White had completed several terms of academic study at the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts, service with the engineer corps during World War I, and study with
Brandywine School illustrator, Gayle Porter Hoskins. He created several illustrations for The
Saturday Evening Post before beginning a 39-year freelance career with the Hercules Powder
Company in Wilmington. Hercules sent the young illustrator to document anthracite coal miners
in Pennsylvania and the construction of Philadelphia’s subway system and various New York
skyscrapers. In 1923 he was commissioned by the general manager of the Phelps Dodge
Corporation in Bisbee, Arizona to create a series of paintings depicting copper mining.
White was well acquainted with the leading Regionalist artist of the day, Andrew Wyeth, but
apparently did not like the man – or his art. White once commented that Wyeth’s artwork was
“colorless and all about death”. Instead, White preferred the company of Arden’s resident
writers and artists. He frequently walked to Claymont to join round table discussions at Cade’s
Café. It was also suggested that in those days White attended parties at the Claymont home of
writer, F. Scott Fitzgerald, near the Delaware River.
William D. White knew the leaders of Wilmington’s art societies and schools, but his name does
not appear as instructor or board member on the rolls of either the Wilmington Sketch Club or
the Wilmington Academy of the Arts. Neither was White directly involved with the
correspondence course in art from the Phoenix Art Institute of New York, taught by Hoskins and
Schoonover in Wilmington beginning in 1925. Charles Ryan, who served as a recruitment agent
for the Phoenix School, noted that White usually kept to himself, but recounted the following
event that he believed drove White into reclusiveness.
In the 1920s Ryan and Gayle Hoskins, both accomplished tennis players, competed against stars
such as Bill Tilden and René Lacoste at exhibition matches at the Wilmington Country Club.
Ryan described William D. White, who attended the matches, as “quite a dandy” dressed in a
white suit and a white Panama hat. White met tennis legend, Helen Wills, who won her first
national title in 1923 at age 17. According to Ryan, White, 10 years her senior, had “a great
romance,” with Wills. When she broke off the relationship, White “withdrew and no one saw
much of him after that.” In effect, White cancelled himself from society.
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William D. White never married, but a poem
from his personal effects expressed deeply felt,
but awkward and restrained, romantic love.
Greeting
At last you were here again.
Those words designed in loneliness
To tell you of my joy at your return
Would not come and I was mute.
Nor did you speak
Through your elfin smile.
As I looked down into your eyes
And wondered if you too
heard the sound of torrents
Falling in crushing solitudes,
As your restrained response
Remained within the silence
Of a walled and fragrant garden.
Whatever circumstances drove William D. White to
withdraw from society, he found himself truly alone
on the last day in 1940, when his mother, Florence,
died. When viewing photographs of his mother,
White would describe her as “dignified” and a
“classic beauty.” In one example of their close
relationship, she risked exposure to the Flu
Pandemic of 1918 to visit her son while he was
stationed at the Washington Barracks during World
War I. Upon her death, White took ownership of the
large, two-story family home located at 414 Marsh
Road, but according to one account, refused to take
his family’s money.
What became of the original farmhouse depends
upon who tells the story. At some point, the house
caught on fire and burned to the ground. White
constructed a small adobe dwelling behind the
original home. Local artist Charlie Frye believed
White then tore down the family home and “burned
it up board by board in his fireplace”. Jimmy
Newman, one of the neighborhood children who
often visited White, remembers finding vellum
paper and art supplies inside the burned house that
faced Marsh Road. A close friend of Gayle Hoskins,
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Top photo: White’s family home
before 1940. Bottom photo:
White, age 51, in the doorway of
his adobe house in 1957.

Allen Neville, believed the adobe house, in use behind the farmhouse by the 1950s, was actually
the pantry of the original home. Records from William D. White’s personal effects indicate that
he periodically sold valuable parcels of land for a pittance to pay back taxes. By 1956 he owned
only a tiny lot connected to Weldin Lane by a 10-foot-wide footpath. Incidentally, years after
White died December 3, 1971, the property owner adjacent to White’s house took over the
property by paying back taxes. Today there is no evidence William D. White ever lived there.
*

*

*

I was introduced to William D. White in the summer of
1963, when I was 11 years old, by a girlfriend who knew
that I liked art. Mr. White, as everyone called him, was a
curious attraction for the neighborhood kids. It sounds
creepy today to think of children playing and drawing
pictures at the home of a solitary old man. But in the
1950s and 60s not all women worked, and there were
“eyes” on the neighborhood. Many parents also helped to
support the artist.
I remember my first encounter with Mr. White. I
knocked on his heavy wooden door and heard a
shuffling of footsteps and the turning of a tarnished brass
doorknob.
“Why, hello there,” said White with a broad smile,
“Won’t you come in?” He tilted his head, bowed slightly,
and swept a welcoming gesture with one arm. My friend
introduced me and we sat on a low, lumpy mattress that
doubled as a bed and couch. Mr.
White sat in a straight-backed
chair with his back to a large,
12-paned window that did not
open. To his right, near the door,
stood a large easel nd a paintcovered wooden palette. The
scent of mineral spirits mingled
with smoke from burning wood
and cigarettes. What struck me
about this short, slightly
disheveled man were his bright
blue eyes and the white hair that
wrapped around the back of his
head like a worn bristle brush.
Unlike many adults, he spoke as
someone genuinely interested in
hearing interested
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Drawing of Mr. White by Nancy,
Drawing of Nancy by White

hearing about my life and activities. The conversation flowed easily, and Mr. White punctuated
his tales with hearty laughs and an occasional rasping cough. He referred to his cellar as “the
dungeon” and the coffee he brewed on an open fire as “witches’ brew.” Periodically he would
light an unfiltered cigarette and absently flick the ash into the air, stirring a myriad of backlit
dust particles that drifted to the bare wooden floor. In front of White’s bed stood a low,
handmade table with pencils, ink pens, and copy paper. We were welcomed to draw pictures or
cut designs from paper, and he sometimes sketched us in those pursuits.
William D. White’s self-styled one-room adobe home never had electricity. There was a
bathroom, but by the time I met him the plumbing did not work. White’s water came from a
hose run from a neighbor’s outside spigot. He had an oil furnace in the “dungeon,” and another
neighbor saw to it that his oil tank was filled in winter.
A local dentist befriended White over lunches at Brown’s soda fountain and paid his monthly
sandwich tab for years. White also frequented two nearby food shops. The owner of Penny Hill
Donuts would leave a bag of day-old donuts by the door for White. Across the street from the
donut shop stood Pete’s Subs & Steaks, which stocked the staples that White depended upon,
including coffee, tuna fish, peanut butter, bread, and Pall Mall cigarettes, often purchased “on
account,” as he had very little money. William D. White repaid these generosities with his only
assets: paintings and drawings.
In 1961 at the age of 65, White’s freelance
career with Hercules came to an end. He began
receiving a World War I veterans pension in
the amount of $85 monthly. Toward the end of
the 1960s his eyesight grew poor, and the
Veterans Administration paid for a pair of
eyeglasses.
In his lifetime, William D. White created over
700 illustrations, easel paintings, murals, prints,
and drawings that have been identified to date.
He kept no records of his artworks, except for
some clippings of published illustrations, and
never asked to have his original art returned.
He gave away his art to people who showed
him kindness. He kept to himself and did not
value money or recognition. He found most
adults untrustworthy, but highly valued the
innocence inherent in children.
From all accounts, William D. White canceled
himself. But as for me, he sparked my interest
in pursuing art as a career and made me feel valued as a person. The William D. White
Retrospective Art Exhibit at the Biggs Museum of American Art and the biographical
Exhibition Catalogue are my attempts to “uncancel” William D. White.
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My Rainbow
by Trinity and DeShanna Neal
Illustrated by Art Twink

Review by Phillip Bannowsky
!
DeShanna Neal has crafted a disarming
and instructive tale about trans kids, specifically,
her daughter and collaborator in the tome, Trinity.
!
The whole issue does need disarming,
having been heartlessly weaponized by capitalists and their allies sowing fear from a commercialized pulpit. As well, folks of a certain age like
me need instruction, old dogs that we are,
tripped up by pronouns.
!
With beautiful illustrations by Art Twink,
the story opens in the living room of Trinity’s African American family. Trinity, a child with
autism, soothes herself—DeShanna calls Trinity
“her” and “she”—by stroking the soft pelt of the
family’s pet pig, Peter Porker. But Trinity is troubled. She sees herself (identifies as?) a trans girl,
so, she informs Mom, she wishes she had long hair.
!
Now, in the adult world, this suggests a host of fraught issues: about Black hair,
about gendered hair lengths, about living with a host of other marginalized traits.
!
The reader, as well as Trinity, is quickly put at ease as DeShanna navigates these
issues with the equanimity of a Buddhist—DeShanna is a Buddhist, by the way—and
the tenderness of a loving mother. “We are all a little different from one another,” she
tells here daughter. “You’re a beautiful rainbow.” As much as Trinity wants long hair,
however, “it made her itchy when it was growing out,” Mom reports. Still, says wise
Mom, “Trinity knew herself best of all. And if she said she needed long hair, she
NEEDED long hair!”
!
Exactly how our happy ending unfolds, I’ll let the reader buy the book, but the
final page says, “When each of your colors has space to shine, you light up the whole
sky.”
!
Incidentally, DeShanna’s book has been banned in Texas, home of nation-wide
schoolbook canceling for decades. The enormous number of library and schoolbooks
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cancelled by a few right-wing activists in Texas—the dominant market in the USA—
makes the small number of works some progressives have challenged pale into near insignificance. All the same, as a socialist writer and publisher, I think the cancelling tends
to skirt due process, validate corporate and state censorship, and favor calling out over
organizing the multiracial, multi-gendered
working class.
!
And DeShanna’s work deals only
with a mother’s wise and compassionate response to her trans-identifying daughter’s
wishes for long hair. It’s not about medical
treatments, about which, in the non-fiction
world, DeShanna has been a champion. Texas
attempts to deny the mere reality of a transchildhood, lest it become socially contagious, a
claim made in a recent paper by Lisa Littman
called “Parent reports of adolescents and young
adults perceived to show signs of a rapid onset
of gender dysphoria.” Littman interviewed only
the confounded parents of trans teens, not trans teens themselves, and not trans teens
driven from their families by such confounded parents, teens rendered homeless, sexually exploited, suicidal.
!
Now, Delaware’s big-hearted author DeShanna Neal is nationally celebrated as
an activist, having advocated for trans-inclusive policies in the Red Clay Consolidated
School District’s Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (D.E.I) Committee.
Haters often try to obscure the working-class-based intersectional solidarity in
such activism. Pink-washing corporations often implement D.E.I programs for good P.R.
and lawsuit-avoidance while continuing to funnel campaign support to fascists and
LBGTQ-plus-phobes to fight unions and corporate taxes.
!
As DeShanna puts it in her campaign literature, “Currently, a conservative vocal
minority and multi-millionaire corporations dominate the conversation in Dover. I believe in the power of individuals speaking for themselves.”
!
Did I forget to tell you DeShanna is running for office in Delaware Representative District 13, covering Elsmere? She hopes to replace House Majority Whip Rep. Larry
Mitchell, a former police officer opposed to police accountability legislation and
protections for the most basic human rights for people without housing.
!
Having graduated from Concord High-School (go Raiders!), Deshanna holds a
master’s degree and is endorsed by Progressive Democrats of Delaware, the Working
Families Party, Moms Demand Action/Gun Sense Legislation, and Delaware Democratic Socialists of America.
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!
A person with DeShanna Neal’s courage, principles, and effectiveness will be an
equally effective Representative for Elsmere.
!
My Rainbow is available at all major book outlets, including Amazon Kindle.
!
To get involved in DeShana Neal's campaign, click:
!
https://www.deshanna4district13.com.
Note: After this was written, Deshanna U. Neal defeated House Majority Whip Larry
Mitchell in the Democratic primary in a district where Ds outnumber Rs three to one.
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Notes on my Review of My Rainbow
Phillip Bannowsky
If you lurk around the videos suggested to me by YouTube, you get a sample of
both what I’m into (late pianist Annie Fischer, The Dead, late night TV bits) as well as
what AI thinks I’m into.
AI took a look at my reading recently and said, “that’s beyond the pale.”
Above find the Review I wrote that Facebook’s A.I. logarithm tagged. I published
it in Broken Turtle Blog and posted the cover and links in Facebook. When I attempted
to share it with my spouse I got a message that my image or the story violated FB
community standards. Apparently, conscious Texas bigotry has global consequences,
thanks to what I.A. considers in and outside their capitalist Overton Window.
Note that my article lightly touches on my aversion to calling out rather than
calling in, which Loretta J. Ross promotes a n d Democratic Socialists of
America have adoppted in their “Community Agreements,” ground rules for an
open-minded, productive meeting (“Assume good intentions; call in rather than call
out; have a sense of humor”).
Ross has five decades of experience as an African American feminist, activist,
therapist, prof, and Ted Talker. Ross highlights how callout culture is the right’s
hemisphere of influence, although some in the non-profit sector inhibit their own good
works with obsessive calls for sensitivity among themselves, while capitalists pour
billions into semi-fascist politicians and their resentment-stoking lies with zero
accountability.
Ross knows how our enemies stoke resentment to destroy us. In a June 14, 2022
interview on The Intercept’s podcast “Deconstructed” she reminds the listeners about
COINTELPRO, the FBI’s secret program in the ‘60s and ‘70s to disrupt progressive
organizations and even murder activists:
And
there
was
COINTELPRO
back
then.
It was part of, I mean, we had so many people planted within our
movements, to use gossip and the creation of dissent as a way to
destabilize us from within. I mean, so we not only have the tendency, but
we also were under attack as well. I said as a survivor of COINTELPRO, if
you’re more wedded to destabilizing an organization than unifying it,
part of me is gonna think you’re naive and the other part of me is gonna
think you’re a plant, and neither one of those is going to look good on
you.
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Don’t cancel, organize, to liberally paraphrase Ross’s message. Ross sees calling
in not only as comradely engagement but as Love. [M]ost of the cancelation—like the
bullets—” she warns, “go from the right to the left.” She also points out that “most
cancelation is done horizontally, for people who have the same power you have, are not
criminals really going out to hurt people.”
See and hear Loretta Ross in her own voice in an interview from Amanpour&Co:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-5X9ZMOpp0.
Now, after I had begun drafting the above, I wrote a piece about both callout
culture and semi-fascist resentment stoking called “A Labor Day Message: The Hammer
of Solidarity.” I posted it at Broken Turtle Blog, linked to it on Facebook, and tried to
share it with my spouse. Again, I got a warning that I might be violating FB’s
Community Standards. WTF? Canceled for critiquing canceling! Neither article was
erased from my FB page, and a number of folks saw them both. But still, I got dinged
when I tried to share them. See for yourself: http://brokenturtleblog.blogspot.com/
2022/09/a-labor-day-message-hammer-of-solidarity.html.

Jay Massey
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Franetta McMillian
An Excerpt from Go Home Subconscious! You’re Drunk!
The Sky Goddess wandered into my bedroom after a thunderstorm, every molecule of
her being still dripping water and lightning. Her body was a thick gray cloud, studded
with what looked like crystals, and her breath smelled like a hard rain.
“What kind of crystals are those?” I asked.
“Thunderstones,” she replied.
“Like hail?” I said.
“No,” she explained, “more like diamonds — although they are ten times stronger.”
She plucked a stone from her pillowy breast and placed it in my hand. It was so cold it
burned my palm, but my skin quickly healed. I looked inside the stone and saw galaxies
being born.

Storm 2, Franetta McMillian
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Available Now!

A zine of dreams by
Franetta McMillian
in honor of the 24/24 Zine Challenge
International Zine Month, July 2022
Available in print, ePub, and PDF
For a copy, send an email to
marybld@aol.com with “GO HOME!” in the subject line. Specify which
format you prefer.
If ordering a print copy, please provide a mailing address.
Print copies: $5.00 or trade
ePub and PDF: free
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Crossing the River of Denial
by Stephen P. Koelsch

Review by Phillip Bannowsky
In Crossing the River of Denial, poet Stephen
Koelsch knows how to milk misery without
being morbid.
! A regular at numerous Delaware poetry
venues and published widely, Stephen
Koelsch is also an artist, focusing mainly on
the unique media of clay monoprinting,
which is featured on his cover. He has
published in Dreamstreets, Razzle, Heartland,
Mobius, Array, The Bear River Anthology, and
The Delaware Poets Society Anthology.
It can be painful to be reminded
repeatedly “what a drag it is getting old,” as
the Stones put it. It can be interesting,
too, however. As we age, we gain
perspective on our regrets, our seasons of
madness, of loss, of pain. And in the
example of Stephan Koelsch, we have
his
accumulated
poetic
skills
to
communicate that perspective. Take “Thin
Ice,” which strikes home to those of a
certain age as “the ice gets thinner and
thinner,” and “the friends and lovers
[we] knew / fall through one by one” until we are “skating alone,” or “wave to
someone / [we] know as the ice breaks beneath us.” Along with the grief, comes the
regret for what we “might / have said to those other ‘someones’, / who might have
waived at [us] before / they fell.” Koelsch controls his simple thin ice metaphor and
nails it with a reflection painfully familiar to my generation.
In “The Power of a Poet,” Koelsh shifts from these doleful meditations to
contemplate how inchoate impressions are translated into words:
!
!
!
Some words
are thrown like sticks or spears, others
drift like smoke under the door, warning
of perhaps a fire. Tasked to keep it
burning
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I gesture and send a breeze to excite
the flame and make it dance.
Nice poet’s poem!
“Time” addresses all those simple services we require from time to time: a
pedicure or a haircut, for example. To Koelsch, they
!
!
mark my passage
through all the sunrise services.
The moments I love the best
are those that I get lost in.
Never caring about the next time,
never thinking about the last.
!
A few minor quibbles: no page numbers, inconsistent font and titling rules, and
two poems repeated. Professional editing and layout can be prohibitively expensive, but
we all need a second pair of eyes. Glitches should not distract, however, from these
generally carefully crafted and lucid poems.
!
Among my favorites are “Thinking About How It Might Happen” (after all these
morbid contemplations of pain, mental illness, and death comes a happy fantasy),
"Spark” (imaginative didacticism, examining the spark of life from DNA to the birth of
consciousness, creativity, world stewardship, and lighting the spark of that stewardship
in others), and especially “The Angel of Forgetfulness” (A meditation on past suffering).
In “Angel,” lots of curiously related metaphors deal with yesterday’s pain and
how we carry inside us the capacity to forget, like a guardian angel, as
predatory spiders
with wisdom swollen abdomens,
carry self-made parachutes that
string together like prayer beads,
forming gossamer temples in the breeze.
Koelch deftly refers to a frost line he excavates as “a living bone on the front lines”
below which he experiences a classic journey through hell, where “the art you carve
upon the mist becomes / the ancient smile within the abyss” that is swallowed by an
archetypal “beast of melancholy, and “chew[ed] softy”
before spitting him out gently.
Covered in the wet spending of a history
strewn across the surface of possibilities
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leaving dripping sorrow . . .
Itself to be slowly dried
by the angel of forgetfulness
Crossing the River of Denial is moving, disturbing, and redeeming. Stephen
Koelsch’s other works include Dancing Bare, The Cold Wick, and Penumbra.

Hilary B. Booker
All Saints Day 2020
They’re boarding up stores
and we’re planning for gore
before Halloween has passed.
People are committing violence
on people they perceive as different,
when all the votes haven’t been cast.
People fear going to work,
cause some jerk might
run you off the road.
And tomorrow’s election day
is already a memory
of blood that hasn’t yet flowed.
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Tim Hudenburg
you may we
they only sing in Spring
birds under impending storm clouds
for arguments sake let’s say
we ran through the downpour
as they watched us from the covered branches
we sought sanctuary in the garden house
and they?
between you and me
Summer passion
naturally took its course
dinner under the stars
Autumnal nights meant flannel
certainly more casual
in the coolness of Fall
near and far my daughters giggle as they rang the bell
recollections of snowfall on a Winter evening
trapped inside the house
a new discontent
the cold sting on our faces while we shovel
while unplowed streets ice over
and we over it
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David P. Kozinski
When I Try to Tell You Everything at Once
“If I told you all that went down
it would burn off both your ears”
-Robert Hunter

Your flight descends too fast
and your ears fill and feet swell
impairing any quick getaway.
Clocks jump from tall buildings
or take sleeping pills
or rent escape rooms and shoot themselves.
Save the springs, the face and hands in a box.
The news is: the weather will not change.
Under the dog star, pressure grinds the knife
and washes game screens with pixilated blood.
On a joyride of its own volition the coupe accelerates
and steering becomes a test of paralysis and black ice.
All the dogs in the neighborhood roll and bark in tongues,
spin the weather vane. A helicopter hovers a moment
then drops like a stone in your stomach.
The salesmen at the door hawk free gifts,
spin their fan blade jaws and flap ribbed wings
like black umbrellas, faster and louder.

°!

!

!

°!

!

!

°

When you ask why I do this
my voice see-saws a sing-along
and the viola from far away sounds a burgundy alto
until it slows and shakes away flaking paint.
I lift my eye patch to show I am not
any happy wanderer. You have your own
loneliness to carve, to stare down into.
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Microscopic plants elongate
groping for a new dimension while twin giants emerge
from under the earth to stomp them back to form.
Curtains rise and fall in the middle of scenes
and the long-awaited fountains smell wrong – mélange
of armor and sweat – and trickle away.
Rumors expand like pilewort.
The crowd folds blankets and chairs,
throws billed caps in the trash and grumbles
back to the zombie parking lot where folks fold themselves
into their boxy, self-driven cars.

After Reading Several Excellent Poems
& Discussing Piercing with a Young Woman
I am left to wonder
at the intensity
of their anger: what real
or imagined torts
were inked into their fleshy pages
in places cloth covers.
Ponder the rings that pierce
nostril, lobe, nipple, labium – the tiny
gestures toward eternity, or at least forever
that hook her
in this moment, gleaming
bait and tackle she carries
in her small, brave boat.
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The Murder Sings for My Nephew’s 21st Birthday
“In a time of war, papers are misfiled. Facts, like lives, alas, are lost.”
-from J. D. McClatchy’s libretto, The Death of Anton Webern:
A Drama in Documents by composer Michael Dallaira

Just across the road
six crows in a dead sycamore
spread out, each to its own branch
!
raising contrapuntally their staccato song
when the Nor’easter blows sparrows
and barrels about.
Days flutter off the calendar
in an overheated romance;
claws clamping as they perch,
wings wide as they descend
to cock their heads and chew scenes
at the matinee, old pros. They earn
their hustle, fend off raptor
and tractor alike
and love Webern
as he must have loved them.
May you own your demons, Ian,
just as you recognized
the wise-cracking gravedigger
and the undertaker, who winked
before she closed the curtain.
No mass shooter visited your prep school
but in these parts big birds daily
hover nearby.
In July, a half dozen leave banjos behind
and drop the Foghorn Leghorn drawl.
They form a tone row,
each singing to a continent,
each showing off its sparkly collection
even under a dead-fish sky.
Six corbies squabbling as a family
so cold and bright in February
those blue black feathers shine
as if to blind.
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Karen Hurley-Heyman
Pripyat, Ghost Town
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Part 1: Chernobyl 1986
Everything was rapidly vibrating.
Green was turning purple, then
This shift of one color to another
Began to smear as if seen through a window
Pelted by pouring rain.
Brilliant blues and yellows and silvers folded and
Unfolded in the sky and a bronze rain of dust
Began to sift over the government-designed park and trees.
That’s when we went inside, sat in deeply upholstered
Lounge chairs, ordered vodka and cigarettes,
Fixed our eyes on the plate glass walls where a gigantic
Beta Fish could be seen swimming through the sky towards us—
Furling and unfurling diaphanous fins, ruffling them,
Fanning them out again like brilliant poker hand.
We’d gambled on assurances this would never happen.
As scientists we were used to exactitude.
Who shall we call we asked each other. Who might be left
In the standing part of the plant to tell us, precisely, what to do?
We felt compelled to go outside again, watch from the balcony
Of our modern high- rise apartment building, drinks in one hand,
The other clutching iron railings. Like birds we opened our mouths
Not to sing but to gasp as aluminum rain moved across the trees
Towards us. Our fingers began to tingle around the stems of our
Martini glasses. Fearing for what, we didn’t quite know, we hurried
Inside, stood looking at the horror on one another’s faces.
What had we done? Within a few months, most of us were dead.
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Part 2: Chernobyl Reiterated
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Decades after the rage,
After the beast had been trapped again,
This time in a sarcophagus,
Children were born with long fingers
Attached to their shoulders
Like frayed wings, moving as if under water
Moving to cover their lips, wide in the perpetual
Shape of a mouth opened as if to scream.
The nuclear reactor had gone berserk
On a peaceful day, in a once lovely town
Where these children, in the future,
Would be conceived.
Steel and aluminum shot into the sky—
Sheets and chunks of it flapped through mist,
Through schools of giant Beta fish that
Folded their radiant ruffled fins
Close to their chests then
Fanned them out again with the flourish of
A winning poker hand. We told ourselves
This over and over again: winning hand!
Winning hand!
For miles people stood shocked, looking up
Before they ran into their apartment buildings,
Ventured onto their balconies for a better view as if
The Bolshoi Ballet or some long sequestered Tzar
Had come to town.
When their fingers tingled, began to melt,
When through their eyes, their brains caught fire,
They fled indoors; ordered vodka and,
Absurdly, cigarettes, to, like civilized people,
Discuss what dignitary to ask, precisely,
What they should do.
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!

!

!

!

Cobalt geysers had vaulted reactor No. 4.
Yet they felt no sense of betrayal as if a Tiger
They’d trained for a magic show, took advantage
Of that over-confident instant they forgot a crucial
Fact: pent-up energy is always on the alert for
Any possible way to escape.
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Part 3: Chernobyl Years Later
Years after 1986, grandparents of deformed children
Swear they have clean hands.
They recall how radiant that spilled grace
Made those who survived feel on that once in a million
Gambled day.
They describe how a luminous flying fish sailed
Out of Pripyat that evening; how people clamored
To find a place on its shining back, how the lucky ones
Who did, disappeared
Somewhere out in the distant, ever-deepening darkness,
Likely forever.
Common folk recall the whoosh of steam shrieking
Like a tea kettle on the boil. They put their hands
Over their ears, they said. Then spoke of what the pounding
Of a billion silver spoons on a steel table sounds like even now
Inside their brains bent crooked in their heads.

Part 4: Chernobyl Aftermath
Peasants and the elderly who had nowhere else to go
Stayed on their land in their semi-shattered shacks
In Pripyat and nearby Belarus. The men stayed drunk. The
Women had babies and made stews from the contaminated
Vegetable they grew in their disheveled gardens.
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Pripyat was 99% contaminated.
Survivors had all the ills that come from radiation:
Bone weakness, skin lesions, jaundice, Cancer.
Those who were children then
Now have children of their own,
Many of them grievously deformed.
There was sorrow, but not guilt.
The old who managed to stay alive describe
The sound and sight of the nuclear plant’s explosion as
A kind of miraculous vision—
Streams of winged beings and pods of luminous fish
Sailed past probably the moon and stars, past even
The old god of the setting sun— sailed
Into the cobalt cosmos towards the face of an
Unmet and unfamiliar God—
And there, the disappeared must had been absorbed
By the radiant eye of a benevolent being, pulled through
Its mesmerizing gleam like thread through a needle
Into a tapestry made of souls that hung in some other
Dimension.

Part 5: I Won’t Go Back to Belarus.
The children have hands extending from their shoulder blades
like flippers. They have legs that have no feet.
One therapist absorbed too much radiation herself
to stay even one more year in Belarus.
She knew the townsfolk: laborers, farmers, housewives,
who live there still, because where would they go?
It was always a gamble, nuclear fission.
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It was in the cards things would at some point get
out of hand. Like wildfires in parched forests,
like fish suffocation in polluted seas.

Captured Cobalt vaulted Reactor No. 4. Vaulted!
Simple as that. Leapt, escaped with pent up vengeance
like the white tiger that attacked his master, illusionist Horn,
of Siegfried and Roy. Remember them? Entertainment in an
American show biz/gambling town?
A few locals said, they reminisced about Chekhov’s Cherry Orchard:
the sound of trees being axed, how Firs, napping in the way old people do,
was left behind in a vacated manor because no one noticed his nodding as
he dreamed he was being buried alive in cherry blossoms and the spent
wings of hardworking honeybees. It was just that simple. No one noticed.
No one noticed until Chernobyl blew and its genie swirled through
a blue spring sky with the grace of a gargantuan Betta Fish that had
learned to fly.
Who was to blame for letting escape this mesmerizing brilliance? Who?
From balconies of western style apartments, scientists, home from their
shifts, saw cobalt lights blast upwards and silver mist sift down on Birch trees.
Years later, the surviving, wizened, relatives of melted kids, confessed,
not one of them felt guilt. They felt like saints who earned their halos of
radiant grace like those that cushion heads of ancient icons. They too,
after all, had witnessed God, seen streams of light that led apes past the moon.
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
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Ultrazone: Bridging the Beat
Our friend Francis Poole, along with co-author Mark Terrill, have just published a novel entitled Ultrazone. On the surface the plot is about the ghost of William S. Burroughs and Joseph Dean, who was the owner of a bar in Tangier, Morocco. Along with other ghosts, like
Paul Bowles, Brion Gysin and others, they haunt the city and expose some of the lore of the
Beat experience transplanted in the hallucinogenic confines of this spit of land in northern
Africa. The life of William S. Burroughs and his time in Tangier in the late 1950s helped the
Beat culture capture an international flavor and following, while the late Beat poetry scene
in San Francisco served to usher in an expanding United States Beat culture morphing into
the counter-culture. It was in Tangier that Burroughs wrote Naked Lunch, The Soft Machine,
and Nova Express. It is where he formulated new forms for writing fiction. His time in Tangier served as a bridge for Beat culture to later find a presence in Europe in the early 1960s at
The Beat Hotel at 9 Rue Gît-le-Cour in Paris. Among the earliest works to be inspired by the
Beat Hotel was American poet Harold Norse’s novel Beat Hotel (Atticus Press, 1983). In a
postscript in Beat Hotel, Norse elaborates:
!

“How did it begin? In the Beat Hotel, 9 Rue Git-IeCoeur (Heart's-Ease Street, or Street

Where The Heart Lies), an event occurred in 1959 which was destined to set the tone of a movement
not only in writing but also in the visual arts, coinciding with the first psychedelic drug experiences
as a life-style for a new generation. The ramifications of this movement have produced a seismic
tremor that has not yet been documented by literary/art historians, but which may well prove, before
long, to be as significant as what had happened at the Villa Seurat, La Ruche and the Bateau Lavoir.
The first CUT-UPS appeared when Brion Gysin took several articles from The Paris Herald Tribune,
The London Observer, The London Daily Mail and Life Magazine advertisements, sliced them down
the middle and re-assorted them in collage form, about 40 years after Tristan Tzara had picked out
single words, also at random, snipped from newspapers, to form Dadaist poems. The element of
chance in writing had, of course, been discovered by the Dadaists, and pursued by the Surrealists.
But the use to which Burroughs and Gysin were to put this element was, in 1959, another turn of the
wheel. The first results were published in MINUTES TO GO, representing the work of William Burroughs, Brion Gysin, Sinclair Beiles and Gregory Corso. Shortly afterwards, also in 1960, Burroughs
and Gysin published THE EXTERMINATOR. ‘All dead poets and writers can be reincarnate in different hosts,’ was one of the lines in the book.”
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!

Thanks to Maurice Girodias and his Olympia Press, those aforementioned novels by

Burroughs were first published Poole and Terrill’s Ultrazone pulls together many strains
stemming from the contributions of Beat culture in its international gestalt. A good example
is the appearance of two prime characters from Roberto Belaño’s The Savage Detectives
(Picador/Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007) in Ultrazone:
!

“Several beers later, after the place had become even more crowded, they were joined at their

table by two middle-aged men with longhair and beards and soon the four of them were engaged in a
lively, drunken conversation. The two men, a Chilean named Arturo and a Mexican named Ulises,
were both poets, they said. They had been part of a group known as the Visceral Realists, who were
active in Mexico City in the mid-seventies. They'd spent much of their time and energy back then
trying to track down an obscure poetess in northern Mexico, Cesarea Tinajero, who was considered
the “mother” of Visceral Realism, dating back to the movement's conception in the 1920s. In the
twenty-some years since their thwarted quest for the the poetic grail, Arturo and Ulises had been
knocking around North America, Europe, the Middle East, and Africa, living a hand-to-mouth existence. They'd been stranded in Tangier for several months, trying to scrape together enough money
to get back to Spain. To the young Europeans they seemed like true Vagabonds, infused with a powerful poetic integrity and radiating authenticity. Evangeline later told Piet that the two poets seemed
like modern-day versions of Arthur Rimbaud and Paul Verlaine, or Jack Kerouac and Neal Cassady.”
!

Ultrazone is a reflection of an authentic Beat literature that has connections to the

Modernist and Surrealist literary movements of the past and also acts as a template for serious literary considerations that continue to stir us and to forge a cohesive national literature
that expresses the conscience and vision of all its people.

–– Steven Leech
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N E W T I T L E I N F O R M AT I O N

ULTRAZONE
A Tangier Ghost Story
Mark Terrill and Francis Poole
The ghostly adventures of William S. Burroughs and his old Beat
comrades as they haunt the dark alleys and secret tunnels of postmillennial Tangier in a wild search for a lost and virulent manuscript.
William S. Burroughs is dead and buried, but he can find no rest. His
ghost is roaming the backstreets of Tangier in search of a missing
manuscript. During his chaotic years there in the 1950s, Burroughs
not only wrote Naked Lunch, he also spewed out a mass of much
darker material he then lost—hundreds of pages in which he wrestled
with his demons. He fears his longtime nemesis, the Ugly Spirit, has
been lurking in those pages ever since—and is now emerging from
its slumber.
Imprint

The Visible Spectrum

Publication date

August 22, 2022

Market

Trade fiction

BISAC Code

FIC019000

Price

$18.00

ISBN

978-1-953835-10-9

Extent

352 pp.

Format

5¼" x 8"

Binding

trade paperback

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Mark Terrill and Francis Poole
both have deep and longstanding
connections to Tangier.
In addition to publishing several
collections of poems and prose
poems, most recently Great Balls
of Doubt (2020), Mark Terrill is the
author of a memoir, Here to Learn:
Remembering Paul Bowles (2002).
Francis Poole’s previous books
include Tangier and the Beats:
Sanctuary of Noninterference
(1992); Everybody Comes to Dean’s:
Dean’s Bar, Tangier (2009); and
a collection of poems, Snakeskin
Raincoat (2011).

To help him find and destroy the infected manuscript before the Ugly
Spirit can spread its evil in the world, Burroughs enlists fellow ghosts
and old Tangier pros Paul Bowles and Brion Gysin, Joseph Dean and
Brian Jones, as well as an inept witch, an elderly sorcerer, and a
gang of macaque monkeys. Their many adventures—often comic,
sometimes ghastly—involve vanishing corpses, a magic carpet, giant
black centipedes—and a word virus about to go pandemic.
ADVANCE PRAISE FOR ULTRAZONE
“For someone like me, personally steeped in both the very particular
ambience that is Tangier and the ever-looming shadows of its
literary and bohemian transplants and inhabitants, this book is a
goldmine. Terrill and Poole’s deft weaving of fact with fiction is like
a conjuring trick—and it’s from here the ghosts emerge. Ultrazone is
captivating on several levels at once, and it’s entertaining as hell.”
—JIM JARMUSCH
“The ghosts who shadow the living through the alleys of Tangier are
not only intimately alive, they are as vivid as Joyce’s ruminating
Dubliners in a tale as rich as anything by Poe. What’s more, the
novel’s mix of fact and fiction gives it the authority of a wellresearched document nested within an exotic, fully imagined world.”
—JAN HERMAN
“Reading Ultrazone is like watching a trippy ghost movie full of your
favorite beat icons. All inhabited Tangier during the hedonistic
Interzone period, and here they haunt the mysterious underbelly of
this magical and sinister city. Fun and riveting!”
—SARA DRIVER

Egalleys & further information from: Steve Connell | visiblespectrumseries@gmail.com

THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM
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My Soul Was All of Me I’d Like It to Be:
Marion Gause Canby in the Context of
Our House
Steven Leech
Among the most successful poets from Wilmington in the early half of the 20th
Century, if measured by frequency of national publication, Marion Gause Canby,
along with James Whaler, would have to rank near the top.
!
Most of the single publications by Marion Gause Canby appeared in
Scribner’s Magazine, The Saturday Review of Literature, Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, and
The New Yorker. She also published two books, High Mowing (Houghton Mifflin,
1932) and On My Way (Houghton Mifflin, 1937). Today both books are very difficult
to find, although the University of Delaware has a copy in its stacks.
!
Very little is known about Gause Canby. Her last name “Canby” is the best
clue: she was the wife of Delaware author on literary critic Henry Seidel Canby.
Insights about her life, however, may be gleaned from Henry Seidel Canby’s only
novel Our House (The MacMillan Company, 1919), which is a coming-of-age roman à
clef.
!
Our House begins in a city called Millington, a thinly disguised Wilmington.
Some critics have noted that the city itself is one of the novel’s main characters. Early
scenes in the novel take place in neighborhoods around what resembles the Soldiers
& Sailors Monument at 14th and Broom streets and around Delaware Avenue in
Wilmington, where both Henry Seidel Canby and Marion Gause grew up. In Our
House a character who probably is a depiction of the young Marion Gause is given
the name of Mary Sharpe. The Henry Seidel Canby character is named Robert
Roberts.
!
In Our House, Roberts (Canby) returns to Millington (Wilmington) from his
years in college, in Canby’s case from Yale. He finds a girl younger than he, whom
he had known as a neighbor, all grown up. She is Mary Sharpe. They become
reunited, and the suggestion is made that she, even from a young age, had carried a
torch for him. From Our House:
A monotonous clicking came from the grape arbor be-side him. Some one was cutting
runaway morning glories on the other side of the high board fence, the only fence in the
square. His eye was drawn to the shears clipping viciously now here, now there. He admired
abstractedly the conviction with which they dashed at the base of the tendrils. A gloved hand
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guided them; reaching higher and higher, it brought into view a flushed, determined face.
"Good morning," said Robert Roberts awkwardly.
Miss Sharpe clipped a vine deliberately; then looked at him. "Oh, Robert Roberts!" she
cried in delighted surprise." Come over here this minute; only, you mustn't look at my
clothes. Don't bother to go around. Climb the fence."
He scrambled through the vines and jumped down beside her. "Do you remember the
first time you came over that way," she asked as she shook his hand eagerly –– " years ago? "
"We were playing ‘chase the kids,'" he answered happily. "I was pretending to be a slave
escaping through the ice ––"
" And you jumped into our cold frame!" She laughed and turned a dazzling glance upon
him. "It's just good to have you back. I'm pining for somebody alive"; then changed her tone,
"What charming fancies boys have! I never got beyond playing washerwoman. Aren't you
sorry you've grown up? "
He blushed with pleasure at the tacit recognition of full equality between them.
A little later young Roberts ventures to New York City to live a bohemian life.
Rather than become part of the family business back in Millington, he is more
attracted to the cultural lifestyle in the more cosmopolitan environment, and as it
turns out so is Mary Sharpe.
!
Making a long story short, Mary follows him to New York where she
joins Roberts and his friend Johnny Bolt. Again, from Our House:
Johnny dawdled out for breakfast at lunch-time next day. Sleep was in his voice, but
light in his eyes, and vigor in his carriage. "Some one has lent her an apartment for a month,
Rob. How about that, old fellow! I've told her we enlist in her service for the month or the
war. Why didn't you tell me they made 'em like that in Millingtown! "
He was better than his word, for Mary Sharpe became his permanent engagement. They
wrangled through long afternoons, and went to the theater together at night. In the morning,
when Robert was at work, they made expeditions southward into the region of Yiddish
intellectuals and Russian anarchists, tasting of poverty and radicalism and crime. At home,
in the apartment, it was always flint and steel, sparks flying, talk, talk, talk, sometimes all
three of them, sometimes in a group from neighboring studios. "We work with our tongues
here," the little painter remarked ironically, when the clock had struck twelve upon them for
the third night running. " I haven't painted a thing for a week. My mind's too upset." "Best
thing for minds," Johnny retorted. He, at least, embraced this life of upper bohemia with
rapture. He excelled the rest of them in saying something new, in flashing irony on old
conventions; in being more modern, more flippant, more paradoxical than Mary Sharpe. "I
haven't been bored since she came. She's wonderful," he said.
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For the remainder of Our House, a subplot is the growing love imbued in Robert for
Mary, especially during a lengthy sojourn abroad by Mary while Robert continues to
come to terms with his life at home. Absence makes the heart grow fonder, and by
the novel’s end, Robert is on the cusp of making confessing his love and making a
commitment to Mary upon her return.
!
The theme of Marion Gause Canby’s first book of poems, High Mowing is one
that she would carry throughout her poetical works, upon which she would expand
in her lengthier second book, On My Way. Generally, the theme of High Mowing is
that from natural phenomena comes inspiration for sentience, the articulation of
beauty made conscious, and that as humans we reap these results as if harvesting
that which nurtures us.
!
High Mowing, at best, evidently, was barely reviewed. At worst, it received a
terse
and
anonymous
mention in the April 1934
edition of Poetry: A Magazine
of Verse.
!
So far, no critical
mention has been found of
her next book of poems, On
My Way, published five years
later, perhaps due to the
nature her previous book
was accorded. While Gause
Canby
continued
with
familiar themes, the tone of
many of the poems feels complaining and vindictive. The final long poem, “Legend:
Too Long Accustomed to the Night’s Disdain,” portrays a “stranger” both alienated
by the surrounding world of the city, presumably New York City, and attempting to
reconcile or ameliorate the harsh reality of the urban environment with natural
phenomena; an extension, perhaps, of the theme expressed in High Mowing, that
when it really comes down to it, what men have built is an inspiration spawned
from natural phenomena. It is a tenable and delicately balanced position to take
aided by an ongoing sense of returning naturally basic. Here’s an example from one
of the poems from the series that makes up the longer poem, “Legend: Too Long
Accustomed to the Night’s Disdain:”

!
!
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THE STRANGER REMEMBERS THE STONE

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

A shooting-star crossed overhead, and I
Glanced up to see its shy spark drift above
The slim tip of a mooring-mast. At once
The haughty edifices of my will
Swayed and went limp –– I watched my precious city
Topple and vanish phosphorescently.
When natural darkness was once more complete,
My being lay low upon the ache of stone,
The barren metal without tinge of love
Yet kinder to my soul than Paradise ––
How gratefully I open out my hands
Over good rock! I could not lift my lids,
I was so weary still, but I could feel
The starbeams smoothing out their tensity.
Inertia owned me. The rebel fact of life
Rested at last in littleness beneath
The serried triumph of the insentient sky . . .
What difference that I, too actually,
Stood shivering upon a midnight curb,
With no high gleam to still the vibrancy
Of sleepless lights against me, pressing in?
Could the crude fantasy called fact betray
My basic truth of humbleness, regained?
This much I knew at once: by wish still bound
Within a world of dangerous fantasy,
Yet was I freed from fear! And ever since
Stone has upheld me when my being sank . . .

!
More immediate in Gause Canby’s mind, at the time, may be characterized by
a couple lines in the final poem in On My Way, entitled “Epilogue,” which may have
been prompted, in the late 1930s, by the rise of fascism in Italy, Germany, and more
recently in Spain:
!

Here let me add one final test for life:
Let tyrants try to rule a happy world!
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After On My Way from 1937 not much is revealed about Marion Gause Canby.
Following what appears to be a tepid reception to her work there’s no more of her
poetry to be found with the exception of “V.E. DAY” published by the Delaware
Poetry Center in their 1976 anthology A Bicentennial Salute: Delaware Poets 1940 –
1976:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Today, while the loam quickens
the spirit of man may rise again,
the souls of men stand straight in the sun;
for the killing is over . . .
the women go round and round in a ring,
singing:
“where are our lovers and sons?
they are lost, they are under the loam ––
we must make new sons to fill up the home.”
The children run crazily through the young wheat,
with the poppies tapping their knees.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Turn and look,
and never forget:
Satan lies stricken,
Satan lies sprawled like an ugly shadow
at the western curve of the world.
Beware, all women,
all men ––
Satan stirs, Satan groans;
make haste with the sowings!
While the birds still sing
and the sun grows in power,
ripen the harvests ––

!
!

Happiness leaps in the human heart
like a babe in the womb.

!
The initial poor reception to Marion Gause Canby’s earliest works may have
deprived her of the critical acclaim she may have deserved, which has contributed to
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her poetry joining the literary amnesia that has afflicted Delaware’s literary history,
in spite of her promise as an accomplished poet.
!
I am reminded of a story that former Delaware Poet Laureate David Hudson
told me regarding the Canbys. When visiting Henry Seidel Canby and Marion Gause
Canby in New York City, where Hudson tentatively planned to move for the more
lucrative environment, Henry Seidel Canby told him that it would be better to be a
big fish in a small pond than to be a small fish in a big pond eaten by sharks. While
Hudson took his advice, Marion Gause Canby remained a small fish in a large pond
where she was protected from sharks.

One Man’s Fast Life
Would you be one of those!
!

gurning guys grapping nookie

!

on the corner of the quay quibbling

!

eschatologic shapes and symbols

!

vevers and portals crossed

!

in a lifetime

!

and cream ten thousand times before

!

you inevitably die?

And then you get incredibly
!

nostalgic about all the dreams

!

you’ve ever had.

Hiding in a corner to not be seen!
!

in rare air

!

as still as the woodwork.

You lean against a door
!

and it moves.

–– Steven Leech

!
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Marion Gause Canby
WINDY WILL
Ease is my attribute. I am the sea-gull. I swing,
And poise true-balanced on a spurt of air;
Next, grandly drift, outspread and nonchalant,
where
Blithe slopes of sun recede beneath my wing;
Now, tilt and spiral till salt-breezes sting,
Then veer like lightning toward the slanted glare,
The uplifted welter of billows racing bare
Under the wild prick of my downward fling.
A pendulous hover, then a thrust through spray.
And fishes mount like bubbles up the chill,
Deep-drifted raying of a nether day,
Cradled on chaos –– No breath ruffles this world!
I snatch, flick back on wings, and skim the swirled,
Spray-flowered pastures of my windy will.

THIS DAY
This day has been too sensitive in thought,
Too intricately wrought,
With my own living sense
Threaded in vein-like red and blue, intense
Upon deep colors of experience.
Not one word spoken but lifted echoes in
My too attentive mind, a wraith-like din
Of voices gone, steps halted long ago ––
Was it my mother's youth that cried out so?
And all at once I felt my father's pain
And knew him living in my will again ––
I set a flaming thread upon the dim,
Strong patch of reds that spoke of him,
And on my mother's lifelong lavender
A tiny yellow star for her! . . .
So all day through my bright sense went on weaving
Patterns of brilliant grief past all old grieving,
While steadfastly that ancient web of sorrow
Tautened today and stretched beneath tomorrow.
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The story about Edgar Allan Poe
in Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul
is not the expected story found
in other places. Using real people
from Poe’s life, like John Lofland,
Armistead Gordon, and George
Lippard, we see the influences
presented by others on how
Poe continued to develop
changing attitudes about the
world around him throughout
his life, and begin to see a clearer
portrait of the inner man, as
well as an assertion of the actual
cause of the author’s death.
Poe’s daughter, who is portrayed
as a real person in the novel
though never portrayed directly,
serves as a vehicle into Poe’s
afterlife as a custodian, using
elements of the supernatural,
that lead to an outcome different
than that of actual history.
What others have said about Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul ––
“Leech mines the First State's antebellum history -- or rather presents
a provocative alternative history -- to great effect.”
–– Shaun D Mullen
Leech is an accomplished writer, the narrative flows
and the prose sparkles . . .
–– S. Scott Whitaker
$80.00

Available from:
https://www.blurb.com/b/11206495-poe-s-daughter-pym-s-soul-second-edition
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“linguistic dexterity, and exceptional musicality. . . . a wild gumbo
of characters and adventures, politics and class, and the absurdities
and cruelties of modern life”
—Jim Daniels, author of Birth Marks and Gun/Shy

Order from your local bookstore or bookshop.org
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"A mean-spirited fate flings a web of malice and hatred. How far can it reach?
How many will it ensnare? A masterfully written novel.”
––Arabella S. Bianco
“A non linear novel, yet layered like the petals of a lotus. A personal history made
of elaborate metaphors. Begin anywhere, end up somewhere.”
–– Steven Leech

Get your copy from: https://www.saltwatermedia.com/shop/
for-the-children-of-the-lotus-by-douglas-morea
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